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In 1957, potters Katherine Choy and Henry 
Okamoto collaborated to establish a haven 
for clay artists in the small Hudson Valley 
town of Port Chester.  They could not have 

imagined how, over a half a century later, their vision would 
touch thousands of lives in the Port Chester area through the 
work of the Clay Art Center.  Today, Clay Art Center is a 
thriving creative and educational center, offering a multitude of 
classes and workshops, exhibits, camps and outreach programs.  
The center still stands as an artists’ haven, with fifty “CAC Artists” 
who enrich the center with their onsite work and guidance.  
Established as a non-profit organization in 2006, the center 
continues to expand its programs in service to a widening 
community demographic. 

 
Leigh Taylor Mickelson 
serves as CAC’s Executive 
Director.  A clay artist, 
Mickelson earned her B.A. at 
Hamilton College and her 
M.F.A. at the Rochester 
Institute of Technology’s School 
of American Crafts.  “I was 
drawn to arts administration 

early on,” she says.  In 2006, 
she and her filmmaker husband 
moved their family to Port 

Chester from the Baltimore area, where Mickelson worked as 
Program and Exhibition Director at Baltimore Clayworks.  She 
recalls, “When we arrived here, CAC was sponsoring a countywide 
celebration of clay event.  It seemed like kismet – I was hired as 
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a part-time Program Director.”  She took over the Executive 
Director position in 2012 and oversees all of the center’s 
operations. 
 
Clay Art Center occupies a converted warehouse space that offers 
excellent facilities for the center’s activities.  The studio is well 
equipped, with four gas kilns, 5 electric kilns, a test kiln, and a 
raku kiln.  Pug mills, a ball mill, slab rollers, extruders, wheels, 
and a spray booth allow for extensive instruction in various 
techniques.  Classes are offered seven days a week, to both 
adults and children, and are taught by a faculty of over a dozen 
working artists.  Mickelson says that on any given week, about 
130 adults and 80 children receive instruction.  A camp program 
for children swells the numbers during the summers and school 

holidays.   
 
Mickelson credits 
former Director 
Reena Kashyap with 
expanding the 
center’s focus on 
community 
engagement.  She 
says, “We are the 
only art center in 
this area.  Since the 

late 1970s, there has been 
no steady arts curriculum in 
the schools.  Reena worked 
hard to make CAC a real 
resource for the community.”  
A scholarship program 
enables children with 
economic need to attend 
classes at the center, 

offering 180 full and partial 
scholarships each year.  CAC 
takes instruction off-site, to several area after-school programs 
and a local community center.  Mickelson points out, “Acquiring 
non-profit status has enabled us to do so much more, opening up 
grant funding and subsidies.”  She says that growth in community 
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programming has tripled in the last several years.  Service has 
expanded to new special needs populations, including clay 
instruction for those afflicted with Alzheimer’s disease and mental 
illnesses, and for cancer patients through Gilda’s Club.  In 2009, 
CAC added a special position – Community Arts Director – to 
fulfill this growing need. 
 
CAC’s instructional 
programing is girded 
by the strength of its 
affiliated artists.  
Artists must submit an 
application and be 
approved by a peer 
review committee in 
order to be designated 
a “CAC Artist.”  There 
are three levels of 
participation – Private 
Space, Communal 
Space, and Associates.  Each has an associated level of rent and 
community involvement time.  Private space artists receive a 
100-square-foot studio space; communal artists are provided 
with dedicated storage shelves; associates have use of all CAC’s 
equipment and facilities.  This program addresses the 
organization’s founding impetus and fulfills its stated mission: “to 
kindle a passion for the ceramic arts and to provide a sharing 
community for that passion to flourish."  Visiting artists of 
national prominence nurture CAC Artists through workshops and 
dialogue.  The CAC store provides a retail outlet for CAC Artists 
and invited guest artists.  The center offers a full exhibition 
schedule throughout the year, with national invitational shows 
and solo or shared exhibitions that attempt to capture the 
breadth of what is current in the world of ceramics.  
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A working artist herself, Mickelson finds 
the CAC community enriching in her 
creative work.  Her art is inspired by the 
botanical world and explores the different 
components of self, sexuality and family.  
She describes her most recent inspirations 
– a plant’s will to pollinate. “For me, the 
private “business” of flowering plants 
reveals a world that mimics human 
interaction to a fascinating degree. In 
addition, the forms found inside plants, 
once magnified, 
divulge a beauty 

that is regrettably unseen by the naked 
eye.”   
 
This concept of new growth could 
describe a recent project overseen by 
Mickelson and the Clay Art Center staff.  
Over the last four years, students and 
community members came to the center 
to create clay “hand” tiles that were used 
as leaves in a 500-foot square tree mural.  
The CAC Artists crafted tiles for the trunk, 
representing the strength of CAC’s 
programs.  The roots depicted the city of 
Port Chester, from which CAC has sprung.  
This past July and August over thirty volunteers 
worked for 389 hours to assemble the mural on 
the exterior of CAC’s building.  The entire town 
was welcomed at an Open House and day of 
celebration. 
 
CAC continues to invite the community into the 
“haven” sought by its founders.  Upcoming this 
month is the center’s annual fundraising event, 
“Hand in Hand.”  This year, former director 
Reena Kashyap is honored for her legacy of 
exceptional leadership and vision.  The event features a live and 
silent auction, jazz, a tasting menu from fourteen local 
restaurants and dessert.   
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For more information about Clay Art Center, or for tickets for 
Hand in Hand, visit www.clayartcenter.org.  
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